Self-Help Glossary

What is Payentry Benefits?

A built-in, self-help glossary ensures employees have a way to
understand different insurance terms and lingo that they might
not be familiar with.

Your employees will have the tools to make
the right decision the first time when
enrolling or changing benefits.

GLOSSARY: DEDUCTIBLE
The amount you pay in a calendar year before your health plan begins to pay. For instance, if your deductible is
$2,000, you must pay that amount out-of-pocket for covered health services before your insurer begins paying your
helath care costs. Typically displayed as Individual/Family.

Summary of Benefits
& Coverage Documents
These documents allow employees
to see the full details of the plan
provided by the carrier during the
enrollment process as required for
The Affordable Care Act.

Automated Calculations
The monthly cost is automatically
calculated based on employer
contributions to the employee
premium, so as employees
choose coverage, they can easily
see what the premium cost may
be to them each month.

Find a Doctor
The Find My Doctor function
allows employees to see if their
doctor is in network so that
there are no surprises after
choosing a benefits plan.

Welcome Screen

Employers can customize the Welcome Screen to leave a
personal touch to the message their employees see when
starting the open enrollment, new enrollment, or benefits
change process.

Eligibility Rules

No matter how complex your eligibility rules for new and
existing employees are, you can easily define and set these
so eligibility notices are distributed once the event occurs.

Contributions

Premium contributions can be calculated however
employers would like, whether it’s a flat amount,
percentage, or other contribution type.

Options

No matter what your business needs may be, our solution
has configuration options to meet both simple and
complex needs for businesses of any size or industry.

A Scalable Enrollment
Solution for Any Business
With a benefits enrollment and
administration solution that allows
businesses of any size to connect with
their carriers, Payentry Benefits
provides a configurable platform to
meet your specific business needs.
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